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POLYMER CHEMISTRY

Polymer design for the circular economy
Addition of keto groups to polyethylene helps it degrade while maintaining its properties
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advent of Ziegler-Natta and metallocene catlight results in photodegradability similar
alysts (1) has enabled synthesis of
to that of the additive-modified
PEs with targeted branching strucPEs previously described.
tures, spurring their use in an everThis promising approach to
Circular polymer design
increasing range of applications,
polymer redesign should be incorPolyethylene recycling by converting to monomers and chemicals is made
including broad adoption in sinporated into the toolbox of strateeasier by Baur et al., who incorporated ketone groups into the backbone chain.
gle-use packaging. By comparison,
gies to achieve a circular economy
approaches to recover the ethylene
for plastics. Moving forward, the
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monomer or otherwise recycle PE
field must develop approaches for
have not kept pace. On page 604 of
processing these materials into
this issue, Baur et al. (2) describe
packaging structures and work toa catalytic approach to redesigning
ward controlled depolymerization
Loss to
PE to facilitate its inclusion in the
to recover valuable feedstocks. As
Conventional polyethylene
environment
circular economy by maintaining
with the oxo-degradable additive
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its properties but making it easier
approach, the degradation prodrecovery
to degrade to monomers.
ucts should not be dispersed into
O
In 2016, 242 million tonnes
the environment unless they are
Modified polyethylene
of plastic waste were generated
proven safe to ecosystems. More
Landfill and
worldwide (3), and this numwork is needed to establish the
degradation
ber continues to rise annually. In
time- and environment-dependent
Polymerization
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theory, polymers could be easily
breakdown of modified PE to optiremelted and reformed into new
mize both its in-use properties and
Chemical deconstruction
objects, but the recycling rate has
end-use recycling methodologies. j
stagnated at only 9% of all plastics
produced globally (4), or only 14% of plas(11), but their properties are much different
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and solvent-based (9) processes are also attracting interest. Catalysts can target specific
bonds for cleavage and lower the energy
threshold for polymer deconstruction.
The zero-waste hierarchy (10) suggests
that the most preferred option for solving
the plastics waste problem is to rethink or
redesign the polymer itself. Compostable
plastics such as poly(lactic acid) could fill
this role with appropriate infrastructure
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